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In accordance with Section 73.3526(a) of the Federal Communications Commission’s rules, 
the following, in the opinion of WPXM-TV, are the problems and needs of the community for 
the period noted above.  They are not necessarily listed in order of importance.  Each is 
identified by significant public affairs and/or public service programming in response to these 
needs. 
 
Issues: 
1. Unemployment 
2. Jobs Outlook 
3. Obesity 
4. Nutrition 
5. Uninsured Americans 
6. Immunizations 
7. Domestic Violence 
8. Better Communication Skills 
9. Family Owned Businesses  
10. Financial Experts 
 
 
A detailed summary of each program’s content, including guests, affiliations and date of 
broadcast is included in this report.     
 
" The Rose Lee Archer Show’  is a half hour community affairs program covering issues 
that are important to South Florida communities  Common concerns and relevant issues 
are addressed to bring a sense of awareness to the viewing public's understanding of 
these issues, as they relate to South Florida. 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area community. Common 
concerns and relevant issues in the Miami market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, 
educate and enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues 
relevant to their lives.  

‘Community Crossroads’ is a half hour community affairs program covering issues and 
affairs that are important to the community.  Interviews are conducted on topical issues 
sometimes relative to real-life experiences.  Common concerns of the South Florida 
community are covered to bring a sense of awareness to the general public, as well as 
to Local Government. 
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                     Program:           POSITIVE LIVING MIAMI     Episode 286:  My Generati on 

                          Topic/Title:        P ositive Living – Miami Road to Recovery 

Air Date:                  Tuesday, January 1, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:          60 minutes 

Style/Type:           Human Interest  

Format Source :       Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Uninsured Americans, Racial injustices, Finance, Health 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami   market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  Our Ion Life hosts will bring viewers on an inspirational journey to 
showcase a dedicated group of volunteer medical workers who are utilizing donated resources to 
care for the critical health needs of uninsured Americans. Ion Life’s My Generation will then take 
viewers into the heart of civil rights history to see how folks are now working to overcome racial 
injustices of the past. Greg and Cynthia also introduce viewers to financial experts to experience 
a money makeover, and then they will speak with some experienced health professionals about 
creating a must-have checklist for doctors.   
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
 Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                 Community Crossroads 
Topic/Title:             Caregivers” Episode “#13” 
Air Date:                 Thursday, January 3, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
Duration:                 30 minutes 
Style/Format:           Interview Format 
Source:                     Barry University 
Issue(s) Addressed: What Caregivers are doing 
MODERATOR/PRODUCER: Maria Gabriela Martinez 
GUEST(S) NAMES, TITLE, ORGANIZATION: 

 • Hosted by: Dr. Rise Samra (Barry University) 
 • Sister Frances O’ Dell: OSF, MA, LIS/ Facilitator, Barry 
Caregivers 
 • Gabriel De Armas: Owner of Home Instead Senior Care 
 • Elizabet Reyes: Instructor of Radiology at Florida National 
College 
 • Troy Wright: Educational Liaison at Florida National College 

 Topics Discussed: 
Sister Frances O’Dell says most care givers become one with any forewarning; often it’s 
a medical emergency that requires their assistance. A typical example is when a loved 
become sill or disabled, it is often their older children or even grandchildren who either 
assume the responsibility or must fire a caregiver. Sister O’Dell says most caregivers 
have no training and learn as they go.  Gabriel De Armas, owner of Home Instead Senior 
Care, says in the past seven years, men have become more involved in care giving. Mr. 
De Armas explains that his job is to provide caregivers who fit the needs of the patient. 
He first visits a patient’s home, sees the family dynamic and then places a caregiver who 
matches the needs of the patient. Mr. De Armas suggests if family members take a role, 
they need to talk slowly and consider how they would feel if they would be in the same 
patient as the patient. Sister Frances O’Dell works with a caregivers support group which 
emphasizes how to relieve stress and how to have a better communication with the person 
they are caring for.  Elizabet Reyes is an instructor of Radiology. She sees people who 
come to her facility who need X-rays, CT or MRI tests; it her job to make sure the patient 
and caregiver are feeling comfortable with the test or test being performed. Mr. Troy 
Wright provides training for those who will be dealing with the ill or disabled. Mr. 
Wright frequently finds that some outside caregivers feel uncomfortable going to a 
patient’s house. Mr. Wright says it helps if the care giver has a full history of both the 
patient and the family which helps to prepares caregivers for any issues that might arise.  
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Program:  ROSE LEE ARCHER SHOW     Episode RLP 14-12 
 
Topic/Title:               Fiscal & Parental Responsibilities   
 
Air Date:             Thursday, January 3, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:  30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
 
Source:                       Roe Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   According to the Tampa Bay Times…A team of Florida state economists say the 
unemployment rate and the jobs picture is set to remain bleak through 2016.  Being responsible parents 
begins with planning a family budget, caring for our children’s health care needs and recognizing a 
woman’s need to care for herself and her aging process through multiple roles in life.   
 
 
Guest: Jim Kaitz, President/CEO, Association for Fi nancial Professionals said Economic 
Professionals said business decision makers are not hiring or investing due to the uncertainty in the 
economy and decisions on what the Fiscal –Cliff.  The Association for Financial Professionals serves a 
network of more than 16,000 members nationwide.   
 
Guest: Dr. Michelle Warren, says Florida women who support their family between the ages of 45-55 
have added stress in dealing with the economy they are also facing the symptoms and suffering caused 
from Menopause.  She explained the benefits and risks  associated with different treatments 
  
Guest: is Dr, HEMANT) SHARMA, Ass. Chief of Allergy ,  Children’s National Medical Center,   
Says about 200,000 children in Florida  thats 1-in every 13, have food allergies. In the past ten years the 
rate has doubled, to 1 in 100 children has an allergic reaction so severe it could be fatal.  Parents who 
recognize their child's food allergies look to Florida schools to insure their children avoid foods that will 
trigger the allergic reaction. That’s why the new program “Get Schooled in Anaphylaxis” is being 
promoted. 
  
Guest: Chef Michael LaDuke, Senior Executive Red Lo bster a Darden Restaurant offered tips for our 
viewers on choosing high-quality seafood that’s fresh, delicious and makes affordable meals for the whole 
family.  Darden Restaurants are a national a sponsor of disability mentoring month throughout the 
nation…here in Florida they continue to support Archer Disability Foundations mentoring events from 
Boca to Vero Beach, by offering lunch to the mentees. 
 
Guest: VA Medical Center in West Palm Beach was the hosts of Disability Mentoring Days 30 student 
mentees from Palm Beach School District’s ESE department.  Mentees experienced hands on job skills in 
the sign shop, IT department, and law enforcement it was a great event for students, teachers and VA 
Medical Center mentors. 
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                          Program:                 Positive Living Miami     Episode 287:  My Generati on  

Topic/Title:           P ositive Living – Miami Human Connection 

Air Date:                     Tuesday, January 8, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:             60 minutes 

Style/Type:             Human Interest  

Format Source :          Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed :  Nutrition, Health, Small Business, Communication skills 

Positive Living Miami is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami  market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  Our Ion Life hosts introduce us to a program that creates thousands of 
healthy nutritious meals and then delivers them to needy folks free of charge. They also examine 
an alternative method being used in the detection of heart problems. Cynthia and Greg visit a 
family owned diner, and then take a look at a program to teach better communication skills to 
multiple generations.    
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                Community Crossroads     Episode 13-11 
Topic/Title:             Domestic Violence 
Air Date:                 Thursday, January 10, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
Duration:                 30 minutes 
Style/Type:              Interview Format 
Source:                     Barry University 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Domestic Violence   
Hosted by: Dr. Laura Finley 
Producer: Daniela E. Sanjurjo 
 
Guests and Titles: 

1) Dr. Natalie Va: Clinical Psychologist 
2) Gina Beovides: Staff Attorney/Legal Aid Society 
3) Michelle Ortiz: Supervising Attorney/FIAC 

Discussion: 
Dr.  Natalie Va says domestic violence victims are often treated for depression, suicidal thoughts and/or 
for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Most patients in an abusive relationship don’t realize that the 
symptoms they experience are due to the abusive environment. In Dr. Va’s practice, she has seen male 
patients, most of whom are victims of a male partner. Ms. Gina Beovides sees many male clients; their 
cases are handled in the same way as female clients. Dr. Va points out men tend to be abusive because 
of jealousy whereas women lash out because of frustration. Ms. Michelle Ortiz says the Florida 
Immigrant Advocacy Center’s La Lucha project is designed to provide free legal help and representation 
to immigrants who are in an abusive relationship. What they see at La Lucha, Ms. Ortiz says, is many 
women don’t recognize domestic violence is a crime. She also says many of the abusers tell their wives 
or partners that they will be deported if they denounce them to the authorities. Dr. Va says most women 
are scared to go to couple’s therapy because although the husbands remain collective and cooperative 
during therapy sessions, they will later be abusive at home, angry at having to attend a session. If she or 
the other professionals at her center feel a patient is in imminent danger, they will report the case to 
police and call a shelter for the victim. Ms. Beovides reports that while better laws are place to protect 
the victims, many do not know or realize psychological abuse is considered an assault. She also cautions 
against restraining orders because these provide, at best, protection for the person filing and not their 
children.  Injunctions, however, provide protection for the petitioner and his or her children. Victims of 
domestic violence can file an injunction for psychical or emotional abuse. These claims need to be 
proven to a judge before he/she can be granted one. Both Ms. Beovides and Ortiz encourage victims to 
seek help and most importantly, remind them that organizations such as their own provide free help to 
any victim of domestic 
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Program:  ROSE LEE ARCHER SHOW     Episode RLP 1-13 
 
Topic/Title:               Creating Community Awareness to Benefit Florida 
 
Air Date:             Thursday, January 10, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:  30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:             Interview Format 
 
Source:                        Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   The CDC recommends 17 different immunizations based on age and many of them 
are infants and child immunizations but a good dozen of them are for adults change from time to time. 
Whooping cough, has the biggest outbreak in Florida in 50 years. 
 
Guest: Dr. Alan London, General Family Practice, says you will need immunizations two weeks before 
you're going to be exposed.  So if you're thinking you're going to be on an airplane you're going to be 
going to a new environment your community may not have a flu outbreak but you're going somewhere 
else you want that immunization two weeks before you go. 
 
Guest: Patti Frye, mother/wife with depression, Frye’s depression was treated for over 10 years and 
then her medication stopped working.until she tried brain food Deplin before she left for the day to work.  
 
Guest: Dr. Teresa Zesiewicz, Professor of Neurology  at University of South Florida, is creating 
awareness for Parkinsons - 70% of patients with motor issues and will notice tremor they also may suffer 
from sleep problems such as insomnia, fatigue and some problems with memory, pain. 
  
Guest : Bob Jones, President of Acura Pharmaceuticals,  offered news of the statewide database to 
block thousands of allergy pill purchases as authorities cracked down on meth labs in Florida. 
Methamphetamine or Meth is a highly addictive illegal drug produced by combining a household chemical 
ingredient with an over the counter cold medicine.  A new cold medicine has derailed Meth production and 
Meth drug abuse and its effect on families and the community. 
 
Guest: Dr. Lisa Thorton, pediatrician  revealed a new study showing parents need to spend a little more 
time thinking about what they're feeding their baby and the safety challenges mothers face trying to budget 
the amount of their babies feeding formula by stretching it by watering down the quantity and nutrients. 
 
Guest: The  Environmental Protection Agency  will propose a new ruling for managing a pharmaceutical 
waste.  Rolling out in Florida this winter is a new innovative recycling effort that will recycle Asthma 
inhalers by Glaxo-Smith Kline Complete the Cycle Recycling Program.   
 
Guest: Dr. Robin Ganzert President and Chief Executi ve Officer for American Humane 
Association, Jerry Means, & Arson dog Sadie , past hero dog award law enforcement dog finalist.  
Arson takes lives of  150 to 200 civilians a year members of our community. 
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                          Program:                 Positive Living Miami   Episode 288:  My Generation      

Topic/Title:          Positive Living – Miami A Better Life 

Air Date:                    Tuesday, January 15, 2013       6:00 a.m. 

Duration:            60 minutes 

Style/Type:             Human Interest  

Source :                        Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed :   Gardening,  Recycling, Mental Health 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami  market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  Our Ion Life hosts investigate the world of guerilla gardening and how 
groups of people working under the cover of darkness are making our world a little greener. Greg 
and Cynthia also introduce us to the process of turning recycled goods into opportunity with 
something called free-cycling. They also speak with the award winning actress and spokesperson 
Glenn Close about mental health issues.    
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                  Community Crossroads      Episode 14 -11 
 
Topic/Title:                Autism  
 
Air Date:                   Thursday, January 17, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
 
Duration:                   30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:               Interview Format 
 
Source:                     Barry University 
 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Autism 
 
Host: Dr. David Kopp  
 
Producer Carmel Victor 
 
Guests & Titles: 
 
Susan Morantes VP of Disability Services for the Dan Marino Foundation 
 
Carol Nigro is the Community Resource Specialist for the Dan Marino Foundation 
 
Dr. Phyllis Sandals Director of Center for Advanced Learning (CAL) at Barry University  
 
 
Topics Discussed:  AUTISM  
 
Dr. Pamela Sandals described what autism as a disorder of neural development characterized by 
impaired social interaction and communication, and by restricted and repetitive behavior. Autism 
is difficult to diagnose, because someone can be autistic as well as suffer from another behavior 
defect.  Some autistics think differently; some see things in pictures.  Autistic people are very 
creative. Mrs. Susan Morantes’s son was two when she started to notice his autistic behaviors.  
She believes that children now are better diagnosed. Mrs. Carol Nigro’s son was 22 months old 
when she noticed autistic behaviors; when she and her husband told the pediatricians, they 
brushed it off. Mrs. Morantes says autism is not curable but children and teenagers can learn to 
cope with the disease. Mrs. Nigro says help also comes from local centers and support groups to 
help not only the children but their parents as well. However, she thinks the public school system 
is not doing as much as it could.  Her son is going to enter middle school soon, where there are 
fewer resources than there were in elementary school. Mrs. Morantes said the Dan Marino 
foundation does research with some of the funding they receive. It is also going to open a 
vocational school for those students who have “aged out” of the system, because after high 
school there are not many options for young adults with disabilities.  But one area not being 
addressed, according to her, is the financial burden put on parents because health insurance 
does not cover many of the available programs.  Dr. Sandals believes that parents support 
groups are critical for parents, especially, 
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Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show       Episode RLP 17-12 
 
Topic/Title:               Debt Free New Year   
 
Air Date:  Thursday, January 17, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:  30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:             Interview Format 
 
Source:                        Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:  In this tough economy we must realize that the holiday bring many added expenses.  
Friends and family can help the host by bringing their favorite dish. According to researchers at the 
National Institute of Health most Americans never lose the weight they gain during the holidays and the 
added weight are an important factor in adult obesity and diabetes.     

 
Guest: Lisa McElroy, National Lifestyle and Enterta ining Expert  present inexpensive uncomplicated 
holiday entertainment ideas from décor to recipes.  Embracing family tradition and asking your guest to 
bring their signature favorite dish is a flattering compliment to any guest. 

 
Guest: Samantha Harris, TV Actress reminds us to fight holiday fat. According to researchers at the 
National Institute of Health most Americans never lose the weight they gain during the holidays and 
pounds add up year after year making their holiday weight gain an important factor in adult obesity and 
diabetes 
  
Guest: Dr. Nicholas Morrissey renowned Vascular Sur geon at New York Presbyterian Medical 
Center  discussed the importance of nutrition and exercise, imperative to run our bodies to the optimum 
even during the overindulgence holidays.  There is a myriad of complications like heart disease, stroke, 
kidney failure and amputation and important for family to help diabetics manage their disease everyday. 
 
Guest: Bob Guiney, National Consumer Lifestyle and Trends Expert   offers survival tips for a holiday 
buying bonanza into the New Year. Most consumers go in debt during the holidays and giving a 
memorable gift to express your love that is free to our family and friends.   Magisto has holiday themes, 
holiday music and you can take videos of your family and make a mini movie. 
 
Guest: Vera Gibbons, Financial Journalist shared how to put money back into our pocket.  Before you 
head out comparison shopping, look for coupons codes, look for promotions, all of that type of thing, 
Study’s show 55% of consumers aren't aware of the benefits and the perks that credit cards do offer,  
 
Guest: Farnoosh Torabi, Renowned Finance Expert  said. According to the American Bankers 
Association the percentage of consumers with payments overdue on credit cards, auto loans and other 
debt dropped to the lowest level since 2007 but Americans are spending more in travel.  
 
Guest: Jennifer Killinger a Sustainability Manager at the American Chemistry Council shared this is the 
best time to integrate recycling to sustain the environment so contribute by recycling holiday shopping 
bags. 
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Program:                Positive Living Miami Episo de 289:  My Generation 

Topic/Title:        Positive Living – Miami People Making A Difference 

Air Date:                  Tuesday, January 22, 2013       6:00 a.m. 

Duration:          60 minutes 

Style/Type:         Human Interest  

Source :                   Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed :  Industrial exodus, Women making a difference, Talented 
people 

Positive Living Miami is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  In this week’s show our reporters visit a town in the throes of an industrial 
exodus. Our Ion Life team looks into the effects this move has had on everyone in the community. 
Greg and Cynthia also introduce us to a group of women who are dedicating their lives to making 
a difference in someone else’s life. They also expose the audience to some remarkably talented 
Americans.    
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                Community Crossroads   Episode Spring 16-11 

Topic/ Title:            Foster Care 

Air Date:                 Thursday, January 24, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:                30 minutes 

Style/Type               Interview Format 

Source:                     Barry University 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Foster Care 

Hosted by:                Connie Hicks 

Producer:                  Kathleen Cardenas 

Guests & Titles 

 Yanila Llompart- Family Resource Center 
 Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald- Assoc. Prof/ Social Work 
 Denise Sasiain- Foster mother 

 
Topics Discussed 
 
 Children in the foster care system are taken from their homes because of neglect, 
abuse, and abandonment. These children are filled with anger, confusion, betrayal, and 
powerlessness.  Denise Sasiain, a foster mother to three children says she became a foster 
parent because she has always worked to help people, especially children.  She 
encourages others to do so as well because of the need for safe, supportive environments 
for these children, She feels, however, that the process of becoming a foster parent is too 
lengthy.  She believes there should be more resources to make this process shorter. 
Yanila Llompart, a license supervisor for the Family Resource Center, explained that the 
process of becoming a foster parent like is a lengthy one because of the process involves 
a thorough screening.  The home studies are so comprehensive, that, for example, the 
background information for potential foster parents is twenty five to thirty pages long. 
Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald, an Associate Professor of Social Work, adds that the process is 
difficult because many of the children who are in foster care are about 12 and 13 years 
old. The longer they have been in foster care, especially without some sort of permanency 
the more damage to the child or teenager for not having a permanent caregiver.  Mrs. 
Llompart said the lack of permanency is frequently due the result of bad behavior from 
the children. A classic example is a teenaged child returning repeatedly to his or her 
abusive parent.  
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Program:       ROSE LEE ARCHER SHOW     Episode RLP1-12 
 
Topic/Title:        New Year’s Resolutions      
 
Air Date:       January 24, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:        30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:        Interview Format 
 
Source:                   Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:  New Year's resolutions from eating healthier and emphasizing whole grains, 
whole grain cereals, breads, pastas, and flours.  Recycle to close the recycling loop is called “up-
cycling” an upgrade over normal recycling efforts to create beautiful things with stuff we already 
have.  A new survey reveals not all winter time sore throats are a result of the common cold or flu 
virus.  A dramatic increase in prescription painkiller dependence resulted in Florida's statewide 
Drug Enforcement Strike Force, totaled 937 arrests, with 17 doctors, a quarter of a million pills 
and $1.7 million in cash.  And  postmenopausal estrogen WHI study out years ago showed 
possibly greater than six months of use of estrogen may increase your risk of breast cancer, heart 
attack, stroke, Alzheimer's and dementia. 
 
Guest:   Chef Chad Sarno  shared resolution-solutions to promote healthier sustainable lifestyle 
changes. The first step is cleansing the kitchen, going through cupboards; fridge and getting rid of 
indulgent foods that aren’t serving your body well, and surrounding yourself with healthy foods.  
Start experimenting with fruits and veggies and different grains and different beans and eliminate 
processed foods. 
 
Guest:  Jennifer Killinger, American Chemistry Council  discussed dos and don'ts of recycling 
plastics from beverage bottles to orange juice bottles to milk jugs, even things outside the kitchen 
like laundry detergent and shampoo bottle with caps. Also, softer plastic, grocery bags, dry 
cleaning bags, newspaper bags, bread bags, diapers and baby wipes,  
 
Guest :  Danny Seo , HGTV takes recycling to another level called “up-cycling” an upgrade over 
normal recycling efforts to create beautiful things with stuff we already have, in your house, your 
attic or in the basement, closets or junk drawers.  
 
Guest:  Dr. Daniel Hussar Editorial Board Member of Pharmac y Times , reminds us  spectator 
events, partying, just talking, being in professions or activities such as individuals in the news 
media and teachers, sometimes the constant or continuing use of the voice can lead to a dryness 
that results in a irritation and sore throat. 
 
Guest: Dr. Kraus  discussed prescription painkiller abuse in Miami is 25 per 100,000 very 
significant taking all of us to get a handle on it and we have the weapons to make this work. 
 
Guest: Dr. Whitney Pollock OB/GYN specialist and Menopause advocate discusses women 35 
to 50, noting that change in the pre-menopause cycles start to change and symptoms of 
irregularity.  
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                          Program:                  Positive Living Miami      Episode 290:  My Genera tion  

Topic/Title:          Positive Living Miami Multipl e Talents  

Air Date:                    Tuesday, January 29, 2013      6:00 a.m. 

Duration:            60 minutes 

Style/Type:             Human Interest  

Source :                        Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed :  Talented Americans, Health, Recycling tips, Animal 
Adoption 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  In this week’s show our hosts focus on some of the talented folks who 
make up America. Greg and Cynthia introduce viewers to a Doctor who provides health 
information to non-English speaking citizens. They also show us some recycling tips and visit with 
a group who helps in the long distance adoption of homeless animals.  
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:              Community Crossroads    Episode:   1- 2011 
Topic/Title:            Haiti           
 Air Date:              Thursday, January 31, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
Duration:                30 minutes 
Style Type:             Interview Format 
Source:                   Barry University 
Issues Addressed:  Haiti Earthquake 
 Hosted: Dr. Sean Foreman 
Producer Carmel Victor 
 
  
Guest & Titles: 
1. Dr. Pamela Hall: psychologist/L.I.F.E. 
2. Jose Iglesias: El Nuevo Herald/ Miami Herald 
3. Herve Fanini: Author 
4. Father Chanel: Haitian Roman Catholic Priest 
  
Topics Discussed: 
  
Dr. Pamela Hall has created a foundation in Haiti because she finds beauty and hope in Haiti. 
She was there primarily to do professional development work - to train teachers to deal with grief 
because of the 2010 earthquake.   She also worked with the children and teenagers. Mr. Jose 
Iglesias arrived in Haiti the day after the earthquake to shoot photographs for the El Herald and 
Miami Herald newspapers. . He saw a lot of death, destruction and a lot of courage. He shot 
photos of Haitians helping Haitians, people using their hands to dig out survivors and believes 
there is hope for the country.  Although an experienced photojournalist, he said it was an eye 
opening experience for him.. 
  
Father Chanel spoke about his experience visiting Haiti and of the spiritually of the people there. 
Mr. Herve Fanini believes the Haitian government is unable to care for the people, that the 
Haitian government was nowhere to be found in the days following the earthquake. To prove his 
point, he argued that if the government actually governed, there would be newly instituted zoning 
codes so its people would be living better lives. A major problem, according to Mr. Fanini, is the 
lack of an administrative infrastructure.  He believes giving money to the government is 
unproductive. Mr. Iglesias added that he did not see any government officials during the 
considerable time he spent in Haiti. Father Chanel said many government officials died as a 
result of the earthquake. Mr. Iglesias agreed, pointing out that more than one hundred police 
officers died, adding to the chaos. Dr. Hall's believes there are improvements.  One example was 
t how she helped to build a community center. Mr. Fanini said the Haitian government has no 
record of managing money properly. He said one of the reasons the earthquake was so 
disastrous is because the government allowed people to build homes anywhere without regards 

to safety and construction.     
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Program:  ROSE LEE ARCHER SHOW 
 
Topic/Title:             Creating Community Awareness to Benefit Florida 
 
Air Date:  January 31, 2013       RLP #1-13       6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:  30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:             Interview Format 
 
Source:                        Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   The CDC recommends 17 different immunizations based on age and many of them 
are infants and child immunizations but a good dozen of them are for adults change from time to time. 
Whooping cough, has the biggest outbreak in Florida in 50 years. 
 
Guest: Dr. Alan London, General Family Practice, says you will need immunizations two weeks before 
you're going to be exposed.  So if you're thinking you're going to be on an airplane you're going to be 
going to a new environment your community may not have a flu outbreak but you're going somewhere 
else you want that immunization two weeks before you go. 
 
Guest: Patti Frye, mother/wife with depression, Frye’s depression was treated for over 10 years and 
then her medication stopped working.until she tried brain food Deplin before she left for the day to work.  
 
Guest: Dr. Teresa Zesiewicz, Professor of Neurology  at University of South Florida, is creating 
awareness for Parkinsons - 70% of patients with motor issues and will notice tremor they also may suffer 
from sleep problems such as insomnia, fatigue and some problems with memory, pain. 
  
Guest : Bob Jones, President of Acura Pharmaceuticals, offered news of the statewide database to 
block thousands of allergy pill purchases as authorities cracked down on meth labs in Florida. 
Methamphetamine or Meth is a highly addictive illegal drug produced by combining a household chemical 
ingredient with an over the counter cold medicine.  A new cold medicine has derailed Meth production and 
Meth drug abuse and its effect on families and the community. 
 
Guest: Dr. Lisa Thorton, pediatrician  revealed a new study showing parents need to spend a little more 
time thinking about what they're feeding their baby and the safety challenges mothers face trying to budget 
the amount of their babies feeding formula by stretching it by watering down the quantity and nutrients. 
 
Guest: The  Environmental Protection Agency  will propose a new ruling for managing a pharmaceutical 
waste.  Rolling out in Florida this winter is a new innovative recycling effort that will recycle Asthma 
inhalers by Glaxo-Smith Kline Complete the Cycle Recycling Program.   
 
Guest: Dr. Robin Ganzert President and Chief Executi ve Officer for American Humane 
Association, Jerry Means, & Arson dog Sadie , past hero dog award law enforcement dog finalist.  
Arson takes lives of  150 to 200 civilians a year members of our community. 
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                          Program:                P ositive Living Miami Episode 291:  My Generation  

Topic/Title               P ositive Living – Miami Women Making a Difference 

Air Date:                    Tuesday, February 5, 2013       6:30 a.m. 

Duration:            60 minutes 

Style/Type:             Human Interest  

 Source :                       Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed :  Extraordinary women, Medical breakthroughs, homeless 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami  market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  From women explorers to a group of African American women dedicated 
to giving back to people in their community, this week’s show introduces viewers to some very 
extraordinary women. Cynthia and Greg also investigate medical breakthroughs relating to DNA, 
and look at what a particular community of homeless people are doing to get back on their feet.    
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                Community Crossroads    Episode #2-11 
Topic/ Title:            Adoption 
Air Date:                 Thursday, February 7, 2013       6:00 a.m. 
Duration:                 30 minutes 
Style/Type:               Interview Format 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Adoption 
Hosted by:  Dr. Sean Foreman 
Producer: Stephanie Hernandez 
 
Guests & Titles:  

1. Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald- Social Worker 
2. Dara Lamel – Adoptee/ACF (Advocates for Children and Families) 
3. Cindy Lamel- Dara’s adopted mother 

Topics Discussed: 
Mrs. Cindy Lamal said she adopted her daughter because Cindy and her husband were 
unable to have children but it was unsuccessful. They first adopted a son and then their 
daughter Dara. Dara Lamel interned at the agency her parents had gone through; she now 
is a full time employee there. She has contacted her biological mother and has met with 
her. Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald explained there are ways to adopt and one of them through 
private agencies, the path the Lamels took.  This allows a pregnant girl to contact an 
agency and put her baby up for adoption. Ms. Lamel says that there is also “Save Haven” 
which allows a birth mother to bring her newborn baby to a fire department or hospital, 
legally and without repercussions. Ms. Lame also talked about open adoption which 
occurs when there is communication between the biological parents and the adoptive 
parents. The Semi-open adoption is when the biological parents get updates on their 
children, such as pictures, from the adoptive parents. Mrs. Lamel aid that adoption is 
something you think about and learn about as you go. In her case her son and daughter 
knew they were adopted. Dr. Rosenwald was also adopted and he too always knew he 
was adopted. They both agreed that often relatives do not tell their adopted children about 
their background and believe this is wrong. Ms Lamel feels adoption is a social stigma 
and people tend to react differently when they know a child is adopted. She added when 
an individual turns 18 years old they have a legal right to contact their birth parents if 
they chose to so. The subject of international adoptions was also touched upon; American 
parents largely adopt within their own race while Canadians are more open to adopting 
other races.  Mrs. Lamel said she never thought about adopting internationally. 
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Program:       ROSE LEE ARCHER SHOW     Episode RLP 3-12 
 
Topic/Title:        Manage Our Lives for Success    
 
Air Date:       Thursday, February 7, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:       30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:       Interview Format 
 
Source:                  Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue: School districts across the nation facing budget cuts technology in our children's 
classroom may not be as cutting-edge as it should be.  A $25,000 technology grant was 
presented to school districts. Pharmacists of local drug stores are available to answer questions 
from customers about vitamins and supplements as they do about over-the-counter products and 
prescription medications.  According to the American Heart Association 79 million Americans 
suffer from heart disease.  The National Coalition for Women with Heart Disease advocates to set 
a healthier table. 
 
Guest: Lorie Marrero, Chief Executive Organizer of C lutter Diet, Inc. offered three tips to 
getting organized. Plan ahead before you buy, to prevent clutter, determine your storage so the 
most frequently used items are  most accessible places. Prevent clutter with paper, print less and 
unsubscribe to things you don't need and get rid of junk mail.   
 
Guest:  Steve Rapport, Red Rock Reports, and Quang Ha, of Worth Avenue Group.  They 
discussed the $600 billion a year for elementary and secondary education, which the federal 
government provides about 10% of those funds provides funding for basic operations, salaries 
etc.  So really the kind of technology that we put in classrooms really comes from the federal 
government and those programs have been cut in recent years and we need grants. 
 
Guest: Jim Morelli, National Medical Writer offered great tips on how to speak to your 
pharmacist. Noting his favorite examples is an insect bite or a bee sting and you’re in discomfort if 
you've got an antiperspirant at home that contains aluminum, rub that on to relieve that 
discomfort. 
 
Guest: Dr. Thomas Gazda and Kara Quaid, Psychiatric  Nurse Practitioner, discovered how 
diet and medical history of depression might actually be connected to a nutritional deficiency in 
her brain and a lack of L-methyfolate.  
 
Guest:  Celebrity Chef Herb Mesa, partnered with Wo men Heart to educate viewers on  how 
to lower cholesterol and choose foods with plant sterols to incorporate into everyday family 
meals.   
.  
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                          Program:             Posi tive Living Miami   Episode 292:  My Generation  

Topic/Title:      Positive Living – Miami Making Good 

Air Date:                 Tuesday, February 12, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:         60 minutes 

Style/Type:          Human Interest  

 Source :                    Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Meal delivery for the needy, civil rights 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  In this week’s show our host’s take an inside look at a program designed 
to deliver free of charge, hot, specially created meals to those in need. Cynthia and Greg also 
introduce viewers to a community in the Deep South that has taken a stand to right the wrongs of 
civil rights injustice.   
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                 Community Crossroads      Episode:  #9-11 

Topic/ Title:              Prayer in School 

Air Date:                   Thursday, February 14, 2013       6:00 a.m. 

Duration:                   30 minutes 

Style/Type:                Interview Format 

Source:                      Barry University 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Prayer in School 

Hosted By: Dr. Rise Samra 

Producer: Ashley Hall 

Guests and Titles: 

            Dr. Sean Foreman- Political science professor 

            Anthony Claros- Atheist 

            Dr. Edward Sunshine- Professor of Theology 

            Pam Moore- Sunday school teacher 

 Dr. Sean Foreman said the First Amendment states that its citizens are free to 
exercise religion. He said prayer used to be implemented in schools to teach 
children how to read using the Bible.   Mr. Anthony Claros states people who 
want to pray is fine but becomes a problem when designated a time in public 
schools it becomes state sponsored.   Dr. Edward Sunshine discussed the 
differences of prayer as an expression and a formation; it’s more about the way 
young people are formed and whether or not the government should prohibit it.  
Dr. Sunshine says religion is a central part of the values and morals we hold. Ms. 
Pam Moore says during a moment of silence, you should be able to pray. Mr. 
Claros believes a moment of silence should be taken literally and you don’t 
necessarily have to pray, and the word “prayer” gives it a religious aspect.  Dr. 
Foreman said some states in the South allow up to 2 minutes for a moment of 
silence.  He also points out each session of Congress starts with a prayer.   Dr. 
Sunshine noted the drawn line is between prayer in public and private school 
settings. Mr. Claros says he feels religion should be something each individual 
has, and for parents to instill values in their children. 
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Program:       Rose Lee Archer Show      Episode RLP 2-13   
 
Topic/Title:        Commitment to Resolve    
 
Air Date:       Thursday, February 14, 2013   6:30AM 
  
Duration:       30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:       Interview Format 
 
Source:                  Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue:  45% of Americans made New Year’s resolutions to wipe the slate clean from the year 
2012 and leaving the disappointments behind.  By the first week of February, nearly two-thirds 
(64%) of Americans who made New Year’s resolutions, broke them. Floridians who continue to 
increase weight gain contributes to the increase of diabetes in Florida’s 6th leading cause of 
death. 
  
Guest: Linda Rothschild, organizational expert, shared organizational tips to stay on track and 
recharge our resolutions.  Linda said the best way for consumers to get their life organized for the 
New Year is to stay motivated and simplify each everyday process. Keeping paperwork organized 
will save time and money. 
 
Guest: Liz Vaccariello, Readers Digest and Editor in  Chief, shared research findings of over 
20 years of health reporting.  Liz said organizing our appearance begins with vowing to take off 
the pounds we put on from the holiday.  She revealed the breakthrough science behind a new 
diet that’s a --healthy weight-loss plan, which adds the fat releaser foods that is the success 
behind this effective diet? 
 
Guest: Kendall Simmon, Super Bowl Champion shared his journey when he learned he had 
Type 2 diabetes.  He advocates for diabetics to get educated to what the disease can do to you 
and how you can help others in your community.  More than one in 5 adults in Florida has 
diabetes and it is the  6th leading cause of death of Floridians. 
 
Guest:  Dr. George Tysowsky, Professor at State Uni versity of New York, School of Dental 
Medicine discussed the findings from a new study by the American Academy of Cosmetic 
Dentistry.  Dr. Tysowsky reported that a great smile can be our greatest asset, because … “a 
Healthy Smile Creates Confidence and Makes the Most Lasting First Impression.” Unhealthy 
teeth can be distracting & leave a negative impression and loss of employment opportunities.  
 
Guest:  John Kovac, Vice President of Consumer Mark eting, AutoTrader.com offered post 
Super Bowl analysis of what American’s thought were the most impactful advertisements that 
Automakers  spent millions of dollars airing 30 second spots. And most who watched these ads 
and voted could not afford a new car. 
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                          Program:                  Positive Living Miami      Episode 293:  My Genera tion                

Topic/Title:           Positive Living – Miami Healthy Talk 

                          Air Date:                     Tuesday, February 19, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:             60 minutes 

Style/Type:             Human Interest  

                           Source :                      Karavida Inc. 

                           Issue(s) Addressed:  Uninsured people, Mental illness 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  Our hosts profile a clinic that is dedicating their resources to treating 
uninsured people dealing with financial difficulties. Greg and Cynthia also feature a story 
examining mental illness, and speak with legendary actress Glenn Close.  
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                Community Crossroads         Episode:   6-11 
   
Topic/ Title:          Animal Abuse 
  
Air Date:                Thursday, February 21, 2013          6:00 a.m. 
 
Duration:                30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:             Interview Format 
 
Source:                     Barry University 
 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Animal Abuse 
  
Hosted: David M. Kopp 
 
Producer Kimberley Abraham 
 
  
Guest & Titles: 
1. Shelley Patterson: SFSPCA Volunteer Director 
2. Dr. Michael DeDonno: Barry University Psychologist 
3. Daniela Sanjurjo: SFSPCA Volunteer 
4. Nickolas Fortney : Dog Owner 
  
Topics Discussed: 
  
Shelley Patterson spoke about the different types of abuse animals face such as, physical, which is easy to 
recognize. Neglect is a bit harder to prove in a court of law because, the condition of the animal is 
subjective. In one case Ms. Patterson mentioned, a horse had a thirty-seven pound growth on its genitals, 
and the owner of the horse did not see a problem with the health of the horse. The SFSPCA must prove in 
the court of law that the horse is living in poor conditions and ultimately suffering in order to possibly get 
jail time for the owners. Daniel Sanjurjo who is a volunteer with the ranch operations said the organization 
works very closely with the Miami-Dade Police Department. Dr. Michael DeDonno says parenting styles 
often coincides with neglect.  He gave an example that in a single-parent household and long hours of work 
could mean less time for pets, resulting in neglect. Or, Dr. DeDonno mentions it can be due to the owners 
having mental disorders, possibly struggling through depression. Although people ‘feel’ bad when they hurt 
an animal, if they have an absence of emotion, they have no qualms about their actions.   Ms. Patterson 
discussed recent incidences of slaughtering horses for meat; some people believe a popular myth that horse 
meat is full of protein and it is going to cure cancer, but that is absolutely false.  Dr. DeDonno says when 
people devalue animals so that it makes it okay and comfortable to slaughter them. Ms. Sanjurjo points out 
the SFSPCA does not only just rescue horses but most large animals. Volunteers go through a training 
seminar. Nicholas Fortney adopted an abused dog from a shelter.  The dog was very scared at the 
beginning, scared of fast moments and loud noises but within months with attention care, he is a quite, 
docile and loyal pet.  
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Program:       Rose Lee Archer Show      Episode 2-12 
 
Topic/Title:        Encouraging Creativity to Reach Potential 
 
Air Date:       Thursday, February 21, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
  
Duration:        30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:        Interview Format 
 
Source:                   Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   Archer Disability Foundation partnered with VSA Arts of Tampa to offer 
students with disabilities a creative venue to develop artistic skills, creative ideas and problem 
solving to encourage independence as a means of personal expression and promotes access 
and inclusion to people with disabilities.  Mentors inspire mentees by guiding their talents. 
Classical musical artist Lang Lang, says mentors are most important to bring you to the next 
level.  An estimated 65 million Americans care for a family member and if your obese or a smoker 
you will pay for it.  According to the US Census Bureau homeownership declined three years in a 
row and people are opting to rent instead of buying.   
 
Guest: Cindy Pinjanowski, Director VSA Arts, Palm B each County , discussed the art and 
theatre classes offered at VSA Arts for the development of persons with disabilities and the merit 
of disability mentoring. 
 
Guest: Randye Kaye, Radio personality actress and a uthor; said she is just one of the 65 
million Americans providing invaluable care to her son Ben.  Randye’s son was diagnosed with 
schizophrenia at age 20 and she worked hard to get him a greater quality of life. 
 
Guest: Lang Lang, Classical Pianist  discuss where his passion for music began and how  
fortunate he was to have 5 to 6 really important mentors throughout his career and how they 
inspired him to get to a new level. 
 
Guest: Chris Brown, VP of Development, Apts.com.  Homeownership is at its lowest level in 
decades in the US and that includes Florida of course.  A survey on apartments.com found about 
20% of the people coming to our site our current homeowners shifting with economic conditions 
in the housing market citing flexibility and the low maintenance lifestyle.. 
 
Guest:  Carry McLean , Consumer health expert said a new insurance study confirms the hidden 
cost of lighting up will cost smokers 14% more on health insurance premiums if overweight you'll 
pay 22% more on your health insurance premiums. 
 
Guest : Dr. Jennifer Trachtenber, Pediatrician,  discussed studies of mobile phones have 18 
times the number of germs than toilet handles and even worse the flu virus can live up to 48 
hours on hard surfaces.   
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                          Program:                    Positive Living Miami      Episode 294:  My Generation 

Topic/Title:           Positive Living – Miami Care Givers 

Air Date:                     Tuesday, February 26, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:             60 minutes 

Style/Type:              Human Interest  

 Source :                        Karavida Inc. 

Issue(s) Addressed :   Homeless People program, Instrument making, African 
American women creating better lives for those in need. 

Positive Living Miami  is a one hour community affairs program covering human interest related 
issues and affairs that are important to Miami  and the surrounding area. Common concerns and 
relevant issues in the Miami market are addressed to bring a sense of awareness, educate and 
enlarge the viewing public's understanding of community and human interest issues relevant to 
their lives.  

Show Description:  This week’s show examines a program working to get homeless people 
back on their feet. Our hosts also profile a craftsman who is dedicating his time to creating fine 
instruments. Greg and Cynthia also profile a group of African American women who are working 
to create better lives for those in need.  
 
Cynthia Steele Vance and Greg Williams are people friendly hosts who are dedicated to providing 
information to viewers that will help them make positive choices for living.  The stories being 
highlighted in the show introduce viewers to money saving tips, healthier living choices, and 
special people making a difference in day-to-day life. The show also offers useful information to 
inform and educate families struggling to move forward in these challenging economic times.  
 
Positive Living’s My Generation with Greg Williams and Cynthia Steele Vance is a positive 
uplifting show dedicated to providing viewers with inspirational new ideas on living better lives.  
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Program:                  Community Crossroads     Episode 10-11 

Topic/Title               Foster Care System  

Air Date:                  Thursday, February 28, 2013         6:00 a.m. 

Duration:                  30 minutes 

Style/Type:               Interview Format 

Source:                      Barry University 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Foster Care 

• Hosted by: Dr. David Kopp (Barry University) 

Moderator/Producer:  Katherine Duran  

Guest (s) Names, Title, Organization:: 

• Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald - Professor for the School of Social Work  

• Isabel Semidey- is a licensed mental health counselor (LMHC) and national 
certified counselor (NCC) 

• Margalie Clarke- Coordinator at H.A.N.D.Y Inc   

 Topics discussed: 

Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald said fortunately the number of children in foster care is 
going down slightly. That is good because those in the system have been 
physically or sexually abused, or neglected, in their own home. Margalie Clark 
said some in foster care have been actually abandoned by their parents or 
guardians. Ms. Clarke, a product of the foster care system, said that life is not 
that easy. Isabel Semidey said potential foster care parents have to be checked 
out:  they have to pass a background check, complete and pass a 30 hour class 
and then it’s determined whether a child and parents will make a good fit. Mrs. 
Semidey refuted an assumption that parents who abuse their kids are bad 
people; sometimes they are decent people in a bad situation. Ms. Clarke pointed 
out that becoming a parent doesn’t guarantee good parenting skills, while foster 
parents do get educational training.  Ms. Clarke also said that the work load for 
social workers varies, depending on the agency.  Mrs. Semidey said the case 
loads have changed; when she worked for a state agency she was juggling 
almost seventy cases, but the case load is now lower than that.  Dr. Rosenwald 
said many of these kids go through so many kinds of trauma and changes.  
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Program:       Rose Lee Archer Show     Episode:  RLP 2-13 
 
Topic/Title:        Commitment to Resolve     
 
Air Date:       Thursday, February 28, 2013   6:30AM 
  
Duration:       30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:       Interview Format 
 
Source:                  Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue:  45% of Americans made New Year’s resolutions to wipe the slate clean from the year 
2012 and leaving the disappointments behind.  By the first week of February, nearly two-thirds 
(64%) of Americans who made New Year’s resolutions, broke them. Floridians who continue to 
increase weight gain contributes to the increase of diabetes in Florida’s 6th leading cause of 
death. 
  
Guest: Linda Rothschild, organizational expert, shared organizational tips to stay on track and 
recharge our resolutions.  Linda said the best way for consumers to get their life organized for the 
New Year is to stay motivated and simplify each everyday process. Keeping paperwork organized 
will save time and money. 
 
Guest: Liz Vaccariello, Readers Digest and Editor in  Chief, shared research findings of over 
20 years of health reporting.  Liz said organizing our appearance begins with vowing to take off 
the pounds we put on from the holiday.  She revealed the breakthrough science behind a new 
diet that’s a --healthy weight-loss plan, which adds the fat releaser foods that is the success 
behind this effective diet? 
 
Guest: Kendall Simmon, Super Bowl Champion shared his journey when he learned he had 
Type 2 diabetes.  He advocates for diabetics to get educated to what the disease can do to you 
and how you can help others in your community.  More than one in 5 adults in Florida has 
diabetes and it is the  6th leading cause of death of Floridians. 
 
Guest:  Dr. George Tysowsky, Professor at State Uni versity of New York, School of Dental 
Medicine discussed the findings from a new study by the American Academy of Cosmetic 
Dentistry.  Dr. Tysowsky reported that a great smile can be our greatest asset, because … “a 
Healthy Smile Creates Confidence and Makes the Most Lasting First Impression.” Unhealthy 
teeth can be distracting & leave a negative impression and loss of employment opportunities.  
 
Guest:  John Kovac, Vice President of Consumer Mark eting, AutoTrader.com offered post 
Super Bowl analysis of what American’s thought were the most impactful advertisements that 
Automakers  spent millions of dollars airing 30 second spots. And most who watched these ads 
and voted could not afford a new car. 
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Program:                 Community Crossroads     Episode  7-11 
  
Topic/Title             Non-Traditional Students 
  
Air Date:                 Tuesday, March 5, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
 
Duration:                 30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:             Interview Format 
 
Source:                    Barry University 
 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Education 
  
Hosted: Dr. Sean Foreman 
 
Producer Kimberley Abraham 
  
Guest & Titles: 
1. Magda Castineyra: Director of Undergraduate Admissions at Barry University  
2. Dr. Heidi McLaughlin: Associate Dean at Barry University - ACE. 
3. Richard LaCabe: Student 
 
  
Topics Discussed: 
   
Richard LaCabe decided to return to college at 45 years of age; it had been 20 years since he received any 
form of education on a tertiary level.  After his first year of college, during an internship, he was offered a 
job and ultimately dropped out of college to pursue his new job. Magda Castineyra said the national trend is 
older students, like Mr.LaCabe, returning to colleges. The job layoffs in the last few years have given 
people the opportunity to go back to school and further their education.  There are also some incentives, she 
pointed out, like the yellow ribbon campaign, which gives veterans an opportunity to come back to school. 
Ms. Castineyra said for the non military, financial aid programs are available and that some private 
institutions offer special packages of loans and grants to help these non-traditional students finish their 
education. Dr. Heidi McLaughlin said full-time adult students can take advantage of state programs to fund 
their education.  She finds these students not only come back for degrees but for professional certifications 
that will help them in their current positions or prepare them for their future. Mr. LaCabe admitted that his 
age occasionally makes him uncomfortable around the younger students, but he finds they do not treat him 
differently. Dr. McLaughlin said there is a dynamic in the classroom among the different generations; 
different types of students can be found throughout a college setting such as baby boomers and people 
twenty five years or older who are considered ‘non-traditional students.’ Ms. Castineyra acknowledged that 
certain majors, such as nursing and education, can get special funding during their course program or after 
they have finished. In her experience, she finds older students are more willing to make sacrifices and take 
out loans.  Mr. Lacabe says that his biggest challenge has been using the internet and the computer; twenty 
years ago there was no such technology and now he feels challenged when having to use computer 
programs. Dr. McLaughlin says many of the students coming in now have never had a college experience 
and find it challenging. 
 
 
 
  



WPXM-TV, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
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1ST QUARTER, 2013 
 

 
Program:       Rose Lee Archer Show     Episode 2-12 
 
Topic/Title:        Encouraging Creativity to Reach Potential 
 
Air Date:       Tuesday, March 5, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
  
Duration:        30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:        Interview Format 
 
Source:                   Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   Archer Disability Foundation partnered with VSA Arts of Tampa to offer 
students with disabilities a creative venue to develop artistic skills, creative ideas and problem 
solving to encourage independence as a means of personal expression and promotes access 
and inclusion to people with disabilities.  Mentors inspire mentees by guiding their talents. 
Classical musical artist Lang Lang, says mentors are most important to bring you to the next 
level.  An estimated 65 million Americans care for a family member and if your obese or a smoker 
you will pay for it.  According to the US Census Bureau homeownership declined three years in a 
row and people are opting to rent instead of buying.   
 
Guest: Cindy Pinjanowski, Director VSA Arts, Palm B each County , discussed the art and 
theatre classes offered at VSA Arts for the development of persons with disabilities and the merit 
of disability mentoring. 
 
Guest: Randye Kaye, Radio personality actress and a uthor; said she is just one of the 65 
million Americans providing invaluable care to her son Ben.  Randye’s son was diagnosed with 
schizophrenia at age 20 and she worked hard to get him a greater quality of life. 
 
Guest: Lang Lang, Classical Pianist  discuss where his passion for music began and how  
fortunate he was to have 5 to 6 really important mentors throughout his career and how they 
inspired him to get to a new level. 
 
Guest: Chris Brown, VP of Development, Apts.com.  Homeownership is at its lowest level in 
decades in the US and that includes Florida of course.  A survey on apartments.com found about 
20% of the people coming to our site our current homeowners shifting with economic conditions 
in the housing market citing flexibility and the low maintenance lifestyle.. 
 
Guest:  Carry McLean , Consumer health expert said a new insurance study confirms the hidden 
cost of lighting up will cost smokers 14% more on health insurance premiums if overweight you'll 
pay 22% more on your health insurance premiums. 
 
Guest : Dr. Jennifer Trachtenber, Pediatrician,  discussed studies of mobile phones have 18 
times the number of germs than toilet handles and even worse the flu virus can live up to 48 
hours on hard surfaces.   
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Program:                 Community Crossroads     Episode 7-11 
   
Topic/Title:             Non-Traditional Students 
  
Air Date:                  Thursday, March 7, 2013     6:00 a.m. 
 
Duration:                  30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:              Interview Format 
 
Source:                      Barry University 
 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Education 
  
Hosted: Dr. Sean Foreman 
 
Producer Kimberley Abraham 
  
Guest & Titles: 
1. Magda Castineyra: Director of Undergraduate Admissions at Barry University  
2. Dr. Heidi McLaughlin: Associate Dean at Barry University - ACE. 
3. Richard LaCabe: Student 
 
  
Topics Discussed: 
   
Richard LaCabe decided to return to college at 45 years of age; it had been 20 years since he received any 
form of education on a tertiary level.  After his first year of college, during an internship, he was offered a 
job and ultimately dropped out of college to pursue his new job. Magda Castineyra said the national trend is 
older students, like Mr.LaCabe, returning to colleges. The job layoffs in the last few years have given 
people the opportunity to go back to school and further their education.  There are also some incentives, she 
pointed out, like the yellow ribbon campaign, which gives veterans an opportunity to come back to school. 
Ms. Castineyra said for the non military, financial aid programs are available and that some private 
institutions offer special packages of loans and grants to help these non-traditional students finish their 
education. Dr. Heidi McLaughlin said full-time adult students can take advantage of state programs to fund 
their education.  She finds these students not only come back for degrees but for professional certifications 
that will help them in their current positions or prepare them for their future. Mr. LaCabe admitted that his 
age occasionally makes him uncomfortable around the younger students, but he finds they do not treat him 
differently. Dr. McLaughlin said there is a dynamic in the classroom among the different generations; 
different types of students can be found throughout a college setting such as baby boomers and people 
twenty five years or older who are considered ‘non-traditional students.’ Ms. Castineyra acknowledged that 
certain majors, such as nursing and education, can get special funding during their course program or after 
they have finished. In her experience, she finds older students are more willing to make sacrifices and take 
out loans.  Mr. Lacabe says that his biggest challenge has been using the internet and the computer; twenty 
years ago there was no such technology and now he feels challenged when having to use computer 
programs. Dr. McLaughlin says many of the students coming in now have never had a college experience 
and find it challenging. 
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Program:       Rose Lee Archer Show      Episode 3-12 
 
Topic/Title:        Manage Our Lives for Success    
 
Air Date:       Thursday, March 7, 2013     6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:       30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:       Interview Format 
 
Source:                  Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue: School districts across the nation facing budget cuts technology in our children's 
classroom may not be as cutting-edge as it should be.  A $25,000 technology grant was 
presented to school districts. Pharmacists of local drug stores are available to answer questions 
from customers about vitamins and supplements as they do about over-the-counter products and 
prescription medications.  According to the American Heart Association 79 million Americans 
suffer from heart disease.  The National Coalition for Women with Heart Disease advocates to set 
a healthier table. 
 
Guest: Lorie Marrero, Chief Executive Organizer of C lutter Diet, Inc. offered three tips to 
getting organized. Plan ahead before you buy, to prevent clutter, determine your storage so the 
most frequently used items are  most accessible places. Prevent clutter with paper, print less and 
unsubscribe to things you don't need and get rid of junk mail.   
 
Guest:  Steve Rapport, Red Rock Reports, and Quang Ha, of Worth Avenue Group.  They 
discussed the $600 billion a year for elementary and secondary education, which the federal 
government provides about 10% of those funds provides funding for basic operations, salaries 
etc.  So really the kind of technology that we put in classrooms really comes from the federal 
government and those programs have been cut in recent years and we need grants. 
 
Guest: Jim Morelli, National Medical Writer offered great tips on how to speak to your 
pharmacist. Noting his favorite examples is an insect bite or a bee sting and you’re in discomfort if 
you've got an antiperspirant at home that contains aluminum, rub that on to relieve that 
discomfort. 
 
Guest: Dr. Thomas Gazda and Kara Quaid, Psychiatric  Nurse Practitioner, discovered how 
diet and medical history of depression might actually be connected to a nutritional deficiency in 
her brain and a lack of L-methyfolate.  
 
Guest:  Celebrity Chef Herb Mesa, partnered with Wo men Heart to educate viewers on  how 
to lower cholesterol and choose foods with plant sterols to incorporate into everyday family 
meals.   
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Program:                Community Crossroads       Episode 9-11 

Topic/ Title:             Prayer in School 

Air Date:                  Tuesday, March 12, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:                  30 minutes 

Style/Format:            Interview Format 

Source:                      Barry University 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Religion 

Hosted By: Dr. Rise Samra 

Producer: Ashley Hall 

Guests and Titles: 

            Dr. Sean Foreman- Political science professor 

            Anthony Claros- Atheist 

            Dr. Edward Sunshine- Professor of Theology 

            Pam Moore- Sunday school teacher 

  Dr. Sean Foreman said the First Amendment states that its citizens are free to 
exercise religion. He said prayer used to be implemented in schools to teach 
children how to read using the Bible.   Mr. Anthony Claros states people who 
want to pray is fine but becomes a problem when it is state sponsored 
designated time for public schools.  This crosses the line between separation of 
church and state. Dr. Edward Sunshine discussed the differences of prayer as an 
expression and a formation; it’s more about the way young people are formed 
and whether or not the government should prohibit it.  Dr. Sunshine says religion 
is a central part of the values and morals we hold. Ms. Pam Moore says during a 
moment of silence, you should be able to pray. Mr. Claros believes a moment of 
silence should be taken literally and you don’t necessarily have to pray.  He also 
feels religion should be something each individual has for themselves and should 
be the job of the parents to instill values.    Dr. Foreman said some states in the 
South allow up to 2 minutes for a moment of silence but it’s not mandated as a 
moment to pray.  He also pointed out each session of Congress starts with a 
prayer.    



WPXM-TV, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
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1ST QUARTER, 2013 
 

Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show      Episode RLP 13-11 

 
Topic/Title:             Changes in the Workplace   
 
Air Date:  Tuesday, March 12, 2013     6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:  30 minutes 
 
Time:                          6:30 A.M. 
 
Style/Type:            Interview Format 
 
Source:                       Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   Archer Disability Foundation celebrated another year of disability mentoring 
teaming with our mentor friends at the VA Medical Center in West Palm Beach where students 
and job seekers with disabilities were introduced to their many employment options.   
 
Guest: James Murray, VA Medical Center WPB, Disabil ities Employment Program Manager  
discussed how he landed his job and his work at the VA to address the needs of people with 
disabilities. Jim has a disability and volunteered to be the People with Disabilities Program 
Manager after working in rehab and loved to improve someone's quality of life, and said there's 
nothing more rewarding.  Noting about 1.4% of VA employees have self-identified as having a 
disability.  
 
Guest:  Kathleen Waddell, Chief of Nutrition & Food Service s, VA Medical Center ,  heads a 
brand-new program using accommodations to employ people with developmental disabilities, five 
days a week, four hours a day doing a variety of services in nutrition food service.   
 
Guest :  Dr. Jean Bonhomme, Men's Health Network shared the results of new survey on “shift 
work disorder.”  Dr. Bonhomme said, “the human body has a natural rhythm that lets it know 
when it's supposed to be sleeping and when it's supposed to be awake.  When we work or stay 
awake during these hours that we should be sleeping the rhythm becomes disrupted.  1500 shift 
workers surveyed, those working nontraditional hours; IT workers, firefighters, doctors, nurses, 
anybody working nontraditional schedule and they found 4 out of 10 reported were having 
difficulties working nontraditional work schedules, 3 out of 10 reported fallen asleep on the job in 
the past month, and some several times.  An additional 4 out of 10 stated they nearly fell asleep 
and had emotional difficulties.  Feeling frustrated, being drained, feelings of anxiety, depression, 
and had significant problems with family and social relationships, which made this survey so 
important. 
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Program:                    Community Crossroads        Episode 9-11 

Program Title:            Prayer in School 

Air Date:                     Thursday, March 14, 2013     6:00 a.m. 

Duration:                    30 minutes 

Style/Type:                 Interview Format 

Source:                       Barry University 

Issue(s) Addressed:   Religion 

Hosted By: Dr. Rise Samra 

Producer: Ashley Hall 

Guests and Titles: 

            Dr. Sean Foreman- Political science professor 

            Anthony Claros- Atheist 

            Dr. Edward Sunshine- Professor of Theology 

            Pam Moore- Sunday school teacher 

 Dr. Sean Foreman said the First Amendment states that its citizens are free to 
exercise religion. He said prayer used to be implemented in schools to teach 
children how to read using the Bible.   Mr. Anthony Claros states people who 
want to pray is fine but becomes a problem when it is state sponsored 
designated time for public schools.  This crosses the line between separation of 
church and state. Dr. Edward Sunshine discussed the differences of prayer as an 
expression and a formation; it’s more about the way young people are formed 
and whether or not the government should prohibit it.  Dr. Sunshine says religion 
is a central part of the values and morals we hold. Ms. Pam Moore says during a 
moment of silence, you should be able to pray. Mr. Claros believes a moment of 
silence should be taken literally and you don’t necessarily have to pray.  He also 
feels religion should be something each individual has for themselves and should 
be the job of the parents to instill values.    Dr. Foreman said some states in the 
South allow up to 2 minutes for a moment of silence but it’s not mandated as a 
moment to pray.  He also pointed out each session of Congress starts with a 
prayer.    
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Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show      Episode RLP 11-11 
 
Topic/Title:              Renewable Energy to Make Your Mark    
 
Air Date:  Thursday, March 14, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:  30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:             Interview Format 
 
Source:                        Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   “Make Your Mark” celebrates new campaign of the achievements and stories 
of people living with Cervical Dystonia and Blepharospasm a potentially disfiguring, rare 
neurological conditions of 300,000 people with Dystonia. Prostate cancer strikes one in six men 
as second-leading cause of cancer deaths among American men with lung cancer being the first.  
Each year over 200,000 American men are diagnosed with prostate cancer killing over 32,000 
men.  COPD is a progressive life-threatening lung disease affects 12 million Americans, 
presenting Florida COPD Awareness Day.  Curing our gas shortage can be done by producing a 
Bio fuel from a biomass, a pyrolysis machine and do it in seconds. 
 
Guest:    Dr. Neal Shore, neurology expert and prostate cancer advocate Joel Nowak discussed 
new prostate cancer therapy to help over 200,000 American men diagnosed with prostate cancer 
that kills over 32,000 men each year.  Also, answering questions on the controversy about how 
much Prostate Specific Antigen, (PSA) screening to do. 
Guest:   Dr. James Donahue discussed what happens when COPD worsens.  Particularly in 
severe or very severe stages of the COPD and how patient can't breathe. You can simulate by 
filling your lungs up with air and without breathing out try to breathe again you'll just get that 
feeling how terrible.  All the air is trapped in the lungs and new air can’t get in and the air trapping 
causes the shortness of breath.  COPD is now affecting younger people.   
 
Guest: Paul Gilna, Director of the US Bio Energy Science Center, Heather Young, Energy 
Biosciences Institute analyst, and Jim Lane, Editor of “BioFuels Digest” offered viewers a new 
perspective on exploring new and innovative answers to our energy problem.   The discussion 
offered viewers great hope on how to reduce our prices at the pump here in Florida. 
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Program:                Community Crossroads       Episode:  10-11 
Topic/Title:            College Students & Economy 
Air Date:                Tuesday, March 19, 2013       6:00 a.m. 
Duration:                30 minutes 
Style/Type:              Interview Format 
Source:                     Barry University 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Education 
Hosted by:  Dr. David Kopp  
Producer: Stephanie Hernandez 
Guests & Titles:  

1. Dr. Nichole Castater PhD: Assistant Professor of Finance/ Barry University 
2. Daniel Allan: Founder of economically aware/ Student 
3. Dart Humeston: Director of Financial Aid/ Barry University 

Topics Discussed: 
Mr. Dart Humeston said that student loan debts surpass student credit card debts in the 
United States.  Students use their credit cards to supplement other income such as tuition 
bills. He explained that is very easy to get a student loan. But students are increasing their 
debts because they aren’t taking enough credits and so it takes them longer to graduate.  
He finds that too many students are going to expensive colleges and declaring “undecided 
majors”, which also prolongs the college experience.  Mr. Humeston suggested it is 
important students understand what is going on in the economy, that there are some 
forms of volunteer works that helps pay for loans, and joining the military can help pay 
the tuition. Dr. Nicole Castater talked about how the finance courses are being updated to 
reflect the recession. She found she has to update weekly the subjects that would be 
discussed in class because of the worsening problem. She pointed out some colleges are 
helping students by offering a financial course for non majors which discusses such 
basics as how to put a budget together and how much they will owe at the end. Mr. 
Daniel Allan decided to start a website “economicallyaware.com” when he realized 
students had no idea of what caused the recession; not even economic majors. He is 
interested in making young people aware of our economy. Mr. Allan basically taught 
himself about economics and came up with the idea of the website. What he wants to do 
is seminars on college campuses to speak to the students and have them understand how 
important it is to have knowledge on the economy and how it will affect them in the 
future. 
 
  



WPXM-TV, MIAMI, FLORIDA 
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Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show       Episode 5-11 
Topic/Title:               Balancing Youth to Maturity 
Air Date:  Tuesday, March 19, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
Duration:  30 minutes 
Style/Type:                Interview   Format 
Source:                     Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue(s) Addressed:   
Issue addressed  Seventy two million American adults are affected by obesity. Food addiction and 
increase of obesity in Florida joins the nation with 60% of Americans being overweight or obese.  The 
fact is there's too much food available that is high in fat and calories, coupled with lack of exercise to 
stay healthy.  Diet is even a problem for our pets, the Association for Pet Obesity Prevention reports 
55% of our dogs are obese and 53% of our indoor cats are also obese.  The Florida Department of 
Health continues to educate Floridians on the importance of making informed food choices, sound 
eating habits and a balance of physical activity for all ages and all abilities with help of the media. 
 
Guest:  Scott Lamm is a self proclaimed fast food addict who realized he needed to make real-life 
changes when his weight hit 300 pounds.  With the support of his brother, a board registered 
interventionist they created a weight loss program to help Scott change his long-term relationship with 
food.  He and Dr. Caroline Opovian, obesity researcher discussed how to successfully change your 
relationship with food to fight diabetes and heart disease. 
  
Guest:  Dr. Marty Becker, said “one  out of two Florida pets are overweight or obese. Diet is even a 
problem for our pets, the Association for Pet Obesity Prevention reports 55% of our dogs are obese 
and 53% of our indoor cats are also obese.  They are like little tubby time bombs ticking away their 
health with the increased risk of joint disease, heart disease, respiratory problems, skin problems and 
an increased risk of cancer.”   Dr. Becker said dogs function in society was as working dogs and now 
dogs tend to be born retired.  Their bodies are made for movement they’re made for activities and 
we're putting too much food in their bowls and too few miles on their feet.   
 
Guest  Christina Beach , twenty six was diagnosed with Crohn's disease as a college sophomore and 
had to quit school.  Guest  with Christina is Lara Field , her family nutritionist for Christina helped her 
through awareness of the disease and Crohn’s disease and diet nutritional awareness.  Choosing 
grains, raw fruits and vegetables; are good choices and during active disease state or  an acute flare 
there’s certain food products which we might think of as less healthy, like white rice or canned fruit 
actually are good choices when you are in an active disease state. 
 
Guest : Juno DeMelo, Shape Magazine, Associate Nutrition Ed itor   offered health and well being 
information on how to eat smart throughout the day and  keeping exercise a really big component to 
aim for 30 minutes of vigorous heart pumping activity five days a week as a good goal to burn off 
extra calories you didn't intend to eat. 
 
Guest : Dr. Angelo Cuzalina,  President of the American Acad emy of Cosmetic Surgery said 
baby boomer Floridians are spending 45% more in the past two years on cosmetic procedures during 
a recession.  Patients have an option on how to get rid of their fat forever and look better using very 
rich in stem cells to fortify the fat and inject it in a desired facial or body area to get better results and 
longer lasting results. People are actually depositing their fat cells in a stem cell bank. The fat is 
removed by liposuction and then separated and put into syringes and stored to be used years later. 
 
Guest: Todd Davis, Lifelock’s CEO, discussed a newly released identity theft report and what it 
means to Floridians. Florida is the nation's leader in identity theft.  Recently in Daytona the Florida 
Department of Law enforcement and Lifelock shared information on awareness and protection to 
reduce victimization of Florida citizens.  State, local and federal law enforcement agencies have 
teamed up to stop the growth of identity theft.   
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Program:                Community Crossroads       Episode:  10-11 
Topic/Title:            College Students & Economy 
Air Date:                Thursday, March 21, 2013       6:00 a.m. 
Duration:                30 minutes 
Style/Type:              Interview Format 
Source:                     Barry University 
Issue(s) Addressed:  Education 
Hosted by:  Dr. David Kopp  
Producer: Stephanie Hernandez 
Guests & Titles:  

1. Dr. Nichole Castater PhD: Assistant Professor of Finance/ Barry University 
2. Daniel Allan: Founder of economically aware/ Student 
3. Dart Humeston: Director of Financial Aid/ Barry University 

Topics Discussed: 
Mr. Dart Humeston said that student loan debts surpass student credit card debts in the 
United States.  Students use their credit cards to supplement other income such as tuition 
bills. He explained that is very easy to get a student loan. But students are increasing their 
debts because they aren’t taking enough credits and so it takes them longer to graduate.  
He finds that too many students are going to expensive colleges and declaring “undecided 
majors”, which also prolongs the college experience.  Mr. Humeston suggested it is 
important students understand what is going on in the economy, that there are some 
forms of volunteer works that helps pay for loans, and joining the military can help pay 
the tuition. Dr. Nicole Castater talked about how the finance courses are being updated to 
reflect the recession. She found she has to update weekly the subjects that would be 
discussed in class because of the worsening problem. She pointed out some colleges are 
helping students by offering a financial course for non majors which discusses such 
basics as how to put a budget together and how much they will owe at the end. Mr. 
Daniel Allan decided to start a website “economicallyaware.com” when he realized 
students had no idea of what caused the recession; not even economic majors. He is 
interested in making young people aware of our economy. Mr. Allan basically taught 
himself about economics and came up with the idea of the website. What he wants to do 
is seminars on college campuses to speak to the students and have them understand how 
important it is to have knowledge on the economy and how it will affect them in the 
future. 
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Program:         Rose Lee Archer Show       Episode RLP 13-12 
 
Topic/Title:          Positive Energy for Well Being  
 
Air Date:         Thursday, March 21, 2013 
  
Duration:         30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:         Interview Format 
 
Source:                    Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   31.5 million U.S. seniors are enrolled in Medicare Part D plans, with 3.4 
million beneficiaries living in Florida Over 2.5 million students make up Florida's public schools. 
According to the University of Florida’s Wells Center over 20,000 new primary brain tumors 
diagnosed each year as second leading cause of cancer death in men ages 20 to 29. Over 1.3 
million Floridians have diabetes. About, 400,000 Floridians have diabetes and do not know it.  
Influenza is a serious respiratory illness, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
recommends annual vaccination for everyone 6 months of age and older. 
 
Guest: Mike Anderson, United Health Care , Chief Ph armacy Officer  presents information 
regarding Medicare Open Enrollment Period (Oct. 15 – Dec. 7), including deadlines and how to 
enroll and tips to help  seniors sort through dozens of available Part D plans to meet their health 
needs as well as their budget. 
 
Guest: Dr. Cheryl Rosenfeld, Endriconologist, & Ang ela Gaskinsare Type 2 diabetic, who 
has a long family history in diabetic management. Shared life style tips to overcome obstacles in 
diabetes management.  
 
Guest:  Dr. Edelman, American Lung Association and Sarah Chalke, Actress/mother TV 
series, Scrubs, discussed the need for vaccination against Influenza,  a serious respiratory 
illness that can lead to hospitalization and even death. Everyone is at risk of contracting and 
spreading influenza.  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends 
annual vaccination for everyone 6 months of age and older.   
 
Guest: Chris Faulkner, CEO of Breitling Oil & Gas shared honest conversation on our energy 
dependence.  U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) estimates the United States holds 
over 2,500 trillion cubic feet of technically recoverable natural gas resources & 33% is held in 
shale rock formations.   
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Program:                  Community Crossroads     Episode 10-11 

Topic/Title               Foster Care System  

Air Date:                  Tuesday, March 26, 2013         6:00 a.m. 

Duration:                  30 minutes 

Style/Type:               Interview Format 

Source:                      Barry University 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Foster Care 

• Hosted by: Dr. David Kopp (Barry University) 

Moderator/Producer:  Katherine Duran  

Guest (s) Names, Title, Organization:: 

• Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald - Professor for the School of Social Work  

• Isabel Semidey- is a licensed mental health counselor (LMHC) and national 
certified counselor (NCC) 

• Margalie Clarke- Coordinator at H.A.N.D.Y Inc   

 Topics discussed: 

Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald said fortunately the number of children in foster care is 
going down slightly. That is good because those in the system have been 
physically or sexually abused, or neglected, in their own home. Margalie Clark 
said some in foster care have been actually abandoned by their parents or 
guardians. Ms. Clarke, a product of the foster care system, said that life is not 
that easy. Isabel Semidey said potential foster care parents have to be checked 
out:  they have to pass a background check, complete and pass a 30 hour class 
and then it’s determined whether a child and parents will make a good fit. Mrs. 
Semidey refuted an assumption that parents who abuse their kids are bad 
people; sometimes they are decent people in a bad situation. Ms. Clarke pointed 
out that becoming a parent doesn’t guarantee good parenting skills, while foster 
parents do get educational training.  Ms. Clarke also said that the work load for 
social workers varies, depending on the agency.  Mrs. Semidey said the case 
loads have changed; when she worked for a state agency she was juggling 
almost seventy cases, but the case load is now lower than that.  Dr. Rosenwald 
said many of these kids go through so many kinds of trauma and changes.  
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Program:  Rose Lee Archer Show       Episode RLP 7-11 
Topic/Title:               Family Advocacy for Lasting Memories     
Air Date:  Tuesday, March 26, 2013       6:30 a.m. 
Duration:  30 minutes 
Style/Type:             Interview Format 
Source:                        Rose Lee Archer Productions 

Issue addressed :  Millions of Americans suffer from ventricular arrhythmia or irregular 
heartbeats and are not aware, if untreated this condition can result in sudden cardiac death.  New 
technology recently approved by the FDA can treat dangerous erratic heartbeats and save hundreds 
of thousands of lives. A new survey by the National Fibromyalgia Association found undiagnosed 
fibromyalgia or another chronic pain condition reveals significant impact on both pivotal life of the 
sufferers decisions and everyday activities.  Developmental Disabilities Awareness Day’s annual 
event designed to focus attention on the challenges, opportunities and issues facing Floridians with 
developmental disabilities, was offered word of support to Florida families and self advocates with 
disabilities, by Governor Rick Scott. 

Guest:  Dr. Kahn what makes the condition known as ventricular arrhythmia so dangerous? 
Arrhythmia means abnormal heartbeat.  So there are many different types of arrhythmias but those 
that come from the bottom of the heart which is what we call the ventricle can be dangerous 
because it can result in erratic functioning of the heart and patients who experience ventricular 
arrhythmias can either faint or pass out or worse experience sudden cardiac death. 

Guest:   The National Fibromyalgia Association founder and president Lynn Matallana, and Micke Brown, 
past president of the American Society for Pain Management Nursing discussed findings of a new study to 
dispel the confusion out there on exactly what is fibromyalgia, a chronic pain illness that affects millions of 
people in the US and around the world.  It has the ability to make you hurt all over your body and you also 
feel fatigued, you have sleep disturbances, cognitive problems and it really is life altering. And that's why 
our new initiative Faces of Fibromyalgia, the survey showed that this is one of the diseases that can change 
your entire life. 
Guest:   Governor Rick Scott offered his word of support on Opportunity, independence and 
interdependence, inclusion, diversity, and a life stand approach to disabilities, but most importantly your 
showing up has a big impact.  “Those of us who aren't dealing with disabilities we are so fortunate and we 
have got as to have the great Society we want in our state we have to do the right thing with those with 
disabilities.  So thanks for showing up I look forward to working with you to see that this is the best place to 
live in, have a great day!” 

 
Guest: Chief Financial Officer Jeff Atwater said “The good fortune for those of us who are here who have 
the honor of serving you is that you wouldn't deny the narrative and the conversation for the debates, your 
presence, your input, your wisdom, your guidance, and your counsel, all of Florida deserves it and needs it 
and this is the point, so often it's said that if we don't offer opportunity we are denying someone the 
opportunity to be their full self, their full development, their full potential, all of that is so very true.  But that's 
only half of the story, what we're really denying is Florida the opportunity to be all we can be when any one 
of us does not have the opportunity to reach full potential, whatever that may be.” 
 
Guest:  Lifestyle mom Dana Hilmer offered better parenting tips to help us listen up.  Asking do you have 
great childhood memories of sharing time with your mom during the summertime?  She presented simple 
tips on how to be more aware of listening to our children during our hectic day. 
 
Guest: Chef Carla offered simple protein based fish meals to begin a heart healthy lifestyle.  
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Topic/Title               Foster Care System  
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Duration:                  30 minutes 

Style/Type:               Interview Format 

Source:                      Barry University 

Issue(s) Addressed:  Foster Care 

• Hosted by: Dr. David Kopp (Barry University) 

Moderator/Producer:  Katherine Duran  

Guest (s) Names, Title, Organization:: 

• Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald - Professor for the School of Social Work  

• Isabel Semidey- is a licensed mental health counselor (LMHC) and national 
certified counselor (NCC) 

• Margalie Clarke- Coordinator at H.A.N.D.Y Inc   

 Topics discussed: 

Dr. Mitchell Rosenwald said fortunately the number of children in foster care is 
going down slightly. That is good because those in the system have been 
physically or sexually abused, or neglected, in their own home. Margalie Clark 
said some in foster care have been actually abandoned by their parents or 
guardians. Ms. Clarke, a product of the foster care system, said that life is not 
that easy. Isabel Semidey said potential foster care parents have to be checked 
out:  they have to pass a background check, complete and pass a 30 hour class 
and then it’s determined whether a child and parents will make a good fit. Mrs. 
Semidey refuted an assumption that parents who abuse their kids are bad 
people; sometimes they are decent people in a bad situation. Ms. Clarke pointed 
out that becoming a parent doesn’t guarantee good parenting skills, while foster 
parents do get educational training.  Ms. Clarke also said that the work load for 
social workers varies, depending on the agency.  Mrs. Semidey said the case 
loads have changed; when she worked for a state agency she was juggling 
almost seventy cases, but the case load is now lower than that.  Dr. Rosenwald 
said many of these kids go through so many kinds of trauma and changes.  
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Program:              Rose Lee Archer Show       Episode RLP 3-13 
 
Topic/Title:               Planning for the Unexpected 
 
Air Date:  Thursday, March 28, 2013        6:30 a.m. 
  
Duration:  30 minutes 
 
Style/Type:              Interview Format 
 
Source:                        Rose Lee Archer Productions 
 
Issue addressed:   According to Florida law just about any property can be seized by police if its suspect 
to have been involved in committing or attempting to commit a crime. You can buy stolen goods from 
police property rooms in Orlando and Tampa Police Departments. According to National Kids Count 
program 35% of US families are raised by single parents in Florida that’s 39% and 82% of children ages 
six weeks to six years in daycare/school are exposed to dangerous germs easily spread. Florida ranks 
18th in the nation for injuries resulting in 12,000 deaths per year.   
 
Guest: Retired Detective Tommy Lane  is the founder of propertyroom.com, an auction site.  As a 
detective he cleaned out the property room and thought of all the money that could go back into the 
department or the city who paid to prosecute the criminals who stole the goods. 
 
Guest: Jerry Trainor  who plays a parent-relative in the family comedy “Wendell and Vinnie” on 
Nickelodeon, says single dad parenting must have time for humor.  Wendell his brother’s son who was 
left to him after a tragic accident talks about today’s real life issues in raising a child in grade school. 
   
Guest: Dr. Paul Checchia , Critical Care Pediatrician  & Heidi Staats,  parent advocate discuss the risk 
of daycare or preschool settings constant sharing of toys and furniture and frequent hugging and 
handholding and eating and napping and dropping food on the floor and sharing them in close quarters 
makes daycare an ideal environment for infections spreading among young children especially young 
babies. 
  
Guest : Manisha Thakor, Personal Finance Expert offered tips to establish an effective long-term plan 
to protect us against healthcare skyrocketing costs.   Accidental and violent injuries are leading cause of 
death for those ages 45 or younger.  Those who live with an unexpected illness, injury or serious medical 
condition can cost thousands of dollars of out-of-pocket expenses. 
 
Guest: Dr. Erica Herzog Pulmonologist  shared the alarming increase in rare diseases with more than 
30 million or 1 out of 10 Americans suffer from one of the 7000 identified rare diseases.  She discussed 
the  signs, symptoms and options of rare diseases like Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis or IPF, which need 
to be better understood so new therapies for patients suffering with this disease are developed.  IPF is 
scaring of the lungs and is very difficult for patients to breathe, it's poorly understood, it's often 
misdiagnosed and we have really no available FDA approved drugs to treat it.   

 


